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CACHING NODES

BACKGROUND

[000 I many arenas, disparate tools can be used to achieve desired goals.

The desired goals may be achieved under changing conditions by the disparate

tools

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] The accompanying drawings illustrate various examples of th principles

described below. The examples and drawings are illustrative rather than limiting.

[0003] FIG. 1 depicts an example environment in which a context-aware

platform that performs remote management of caching nodes may be implemented.

[0004] FIG. 2 depicts a block diagram of example components of a caching

node management engine.

[0 05] FIG. 2B depicts a block diagram depicting an example memory resource

and an example processing resource for a caching node management engine.

[0008] FIG. 3A depicts a block diagram of example components of a caching

node, such as at a networked wearable device or access point.

[0007] FIG. 3B depicts a block diagram depicting an example memor resource

an an example processing resource for a caching node.

[0008] FIG. 4 depicts a block diagram of an example context-aware platform.

[0009] FIG. depicts a flow diagram illustrating an example process of

identifying and seiecting one or more caching nodes at a networked wearable device

for caching data for use by a package for providing a user experience. FIG. 5B

depicts a flow diagram illustrating an example process of registering networked



wearable devices and selecting a caching node at an access point for caching

additional data for use by the package

[00 ] F G 8 depicts a flow diagram illustrating an example process of caching

data at a caching node.

[001 F!G. 7 depicts an example system including a processor and non-

transitory computer readable medium of a caching node management engine.

[ 0 FIGS. 8A and 8B depict implementations of example systems including a

processor and non-transitory computer readable medium of a caching node.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[001 J As technology becomes increasingly prevalent, if can be helpful to

leverage technology to integrate multiple devices, in real-time, in a seamless

environment that brings context to information from varied sources without requiring

explicit input. Various examples described below provide for a context-aware

platform (CAP) that supports remote caching node management of one or more

caching nodes, hosted at a networked wearable device (NWD) associated with a

user or other device in close proximity to a user's networked devices. The user can

be a person, an organization, or a machine, such as a robot. The caching nodes

provide storage resources that can allow for faster access to data, for example, as

used by computationally intense tasks that provide a seamless experience to the

user. As used herein, "CAP experience" and "experience" are used interchangeably

and intended to mean the interpretation of multiple elements of context in the right

order and in real-time to provide information to a user in a seamless, integrated, and

holistic fashion in some examples, an experience or CAP experience can be

provided by executing instructions on a processing resource at a computing node.

Further, an "object" can include anything that is visible or tangible, for example, a

machine, a device, and/or a substance.



[0014] The CAP experience is created through the interpretation of one or more

packages. Packages can be atomic components that execute functions related to

devices or integrations to other systems. As used herein, "package" is intended to

mean components that capture individual elements of context in a given situation in

some examples, the execution of packages provides an experience. For example , a

package could provide a schedule or a navigation component, and an experience

could be provided by executing a schedule package to determine a user's schedule,

an subsequently executing a navigation package to guide a user to the location of

an event o task on the user's schedule. As another example, another experience

could be provided by executing a facial recognition package to identify a face in an

image by comparing selected facial features from the image with data stored in a

facial database.

[00 ] In some examples, the platform includes one or more experiences, each

of which correspond to a particular application, such as a user's occupation or a

robot's purpose. In addition, the example platform may include a plurality of

packages which are accessed by the various experiences. The packages may, in

turn, access various information from a user or other resources and may call various

services, as described in greater detail below. As a result, the user can be provided

with contextual information seamlessly with little or no input from the user. The CAP

is an integrated ecosystem that can bring context to information automatically and

"in the moment." For example, CAP can sense, retrieve, and provide information

from a plurality of disparate sensors, devices, and/or technologies, in context, and

without input from a user.

[0016] Elements shown in the various figures herein can be added, exchanged,

and/or eliminated so as to provide a number of additional examples of the present

disclosure in addition, th proportion and the relative scale of the elements

provided in the figures are intended to illustrate the examples of the present

disclosure, and should not be taken in a limiting sense.



[00173 . 1 depicts an example environment in which a context-aware

platform (CAP) 130 may be implemented, where the CAP 130 includes a caching

node management engine 38 for managing caching of data at remote caching

nodes.

{00183 Wearable devices can include any number of portable devices

associated with a use of the devices that have a processor and memory and are

capable of communicating wlre!essly by using a wireiess protocol, such as WiFi or

Bluetooth. Examples of wearable devices include a smartphone, laptop, smart

watch, electronic key fob, smart glass, and any other device or sensor that can be

attached to or worn by a user. When a user's wearable devices are configured to

communicate with each other, for example, as Indicated by wearable device

communication network 1 in FIG 1, the devices are referred to herein as

networked wearable devices (NWDs) 1 .

00 193 Access point 120 can b a standalone access point device; however,

examples are not so limited, and access point 120 can be embedded in a stationary

device, for example, a printer, a point of sale device, etc. The access point 120 can

include a processor and memory configured to communicate with the device in

which it is embedded and to communicate with the CAP 130 and/or networked

wearable devices 1 0 within wireless communication range. White only one access

point 120 is shown in the example of F G .1 for clarity, multiple access points can be

located within wireiess communication range of the one or more NWDs associated

with a user.

[00203 A caching node used for caching data for a package to provide an

experience to a use can reside at a NWD 10 associated with that user or at an

access point 120 within wireless communication range of the user's NWDs 110.

Each caching node includes components, t be described below, that support

caching data for the experience b using the available storage resources of the

NWD 110 or access point 120.



2 1 I the example of FIG. 1, the CAP 130 can communicate through a

network 105 with one or more of the caching nodes at the NWDs 10 and/or a

caching ode at the access point 1 0. The network 105 can be any type of network,

such as the Internet, or an intranet. The CAP 130 includes a caching node

management engine 138, among other components to be described below with

reference to FIG. 4. The caching node management engine 138 supports the

selection and remote management of caching nodes in close proximity to the user to

provide access to data to support providing an experience to the user. The

experience can be user-initiated or automatically performed

{0022] FIG 2A depicts a block diagram 200 including example components of a

caching node management engine 138. The caching node management engine 138

can include a communication engine 212, a device status engine 214, an access

point engine 216, and a cache management engine 218. Each of the engines 212,

214, 21 , 218 can access and be in communication with a database 220.

[ 23J Communication engine 212 may be configured to receive notification of

data to be cached as requested by a package for providing an experience to a user.

[0024] The device status engine 214 may b configured to register and identify

caching nodes at NWDs 0 associated with a user. When data is to be cached to

support an experience to be provided to a particular user, the device status engine

214 can determine availabie storage resources at the caching nodes at each NWD

10 associated with the user and select one or more of the caching nodes to cache

portions of the data.

0025] The access point engine 2 may be configured to register and identify

access points. Registration information can include a location identifier, such as

global positioning (GPS coordinates. Upon receiving notification of data to b

cached for a package for providing an experience to a user, the access point engine

216 may identify one or more suitable access points within wireless communication

range of the Ds 110 associated with the user based on the location of the user.

The access point engine 218 can communicate with the appropriately located



access points to determine available storage resources at the respective access

points and select one or more access points to cache portions of the data.

[0026] The cache management engine 218 may be configured to transmit

portions of the data to be cached to one or more caching nodes that reside at a

N D 110. For example, the caching nodes at the NWDs 0 can be used

exclusively in a situation when the user is not near an access points, such as when

the user is outside.

[0027 If the user is near one or more access points 0, for example, inside an

office building with caching nodes iocated at printers or a shopping complex with

caching nodes located at point of sa e devices, the cache management engine 21

can transmit requests to an access point 120 in ose proximity to the user an the

user's NWDs 1 0 to cache portions of the data in addition to, or instead of, at the

caching nodes at the NWDs 110. The cache management engine 218 can also

transmit to the package requesting caching of the data the Socation information for

the different portions of the data cached at each of the one or more caching nodes at

the NWDs 110 and/or the access points 0.

some instances, the package requesting caching of the data will send

an indication thai the task using the cached data has been completed, or that the

cached data s no longer needed. Then the cache management engine 2 can

inform the selected caching nodes that th cached data can be overwritten or

deleted from the respective memories.

[0029] Database 220 can store data, such as registration information for the

NWDs 1 0 and access points 120.

0030] FIG. 3A depicts a block diagram of example components of a caching

nod residing at a NWD 0 or access point 120. The caching node can include a

node communication engine 302, a caching engine 304, and a security engine 308

Each of engines 302, 304, 306 can interact wi a database 3



31| Node communication engine 302 may be configured to receive the

portion of the data to be cached at the caching node and acknowledge receipt of the

data for caching.

[0032] The caching engine 304 may be configured to cache the data at a

storage resource at the node and respond t requests for cached data.

3 The security engine 306 may be configured t receive and use

authentication information to be used for requests for cached data. Examples of

authentication information can include identification information for the package or

packages to be allowed to access the data cached a the caching node and a

password to e provided with a request for cached data. For example, the security

engine 306 can be configured to reject a request for cached data from unauthorized

requestors, and allow the caching engine 304 to respond to the request for cached

data if the request originates from a previously authorized package. As another

example, the security engine 306 can reject a request for cached data if the request

includes incorrect passwords, and allow the caching engine 304 to provide the

cached data if the request includes a password associated wit the cached data,

and. The security engine 308 can also be configured to implement different or more

stringent security measures for cached data.

|©β 4 Database 310 can store data, such as authentication information for

cached data.

[0035] The examples of engines shown in FIGS. 2A and 3A are not limiting, as

one or more engines described can be combined or be a sub-engine of another

engine. Further, the engines shown can be remote from one another in a distributed

computing environment, cloud computing environment, etc.

[0036] In the above description, various components were described as

combinations o hardware and programming. Such components may be

implemented in different ways. Referring o FIG. 28, the programming may be

processor executable instructions stored on tangible memory resource 260 and the



hardware may include processing resource 250 for executing those instructions.

Thus, memory resource 260 can store program instructions that when executed by

processing resource 250, implements caching node management engine 138 of

FIG. 2A. Similarly, referring to F G 3B, the programming may be processor

executable instructions stored on tangible memory resource 360 and the hardware

may include processing resource 350 for executing those instructions. So memory

resource 380 can store program instructions that when executed by processing

resource 350, implements the caching node portion of NWD 0 or access point 20

of FIG. 3A.

[0037] Memory resource 260 generally represents any number of memory

components capable of storing instructions that can be executed by processing

resource 250. Similarly, memory resource 360 generally represents any number of

memory components capable of storing instructions that can be executed by

processing resource 350. Memory resource 260, 360 is non-transitory in the sense

that it does not encompass a transitory signal but instead is made up of one or more

memory components configured to store the relevant instructions. Memory resource

260, 360 may be implemented in a single device or distributed across devices.

Likewise, processing resource 250 represents any number of processors capable of

executing instructions stored by memory resource 260, and similarly for processing

resource 350 and memory resource 360. Processing resource 250, 350 may be

integrated in a single device or distributed across devices. Further, memory

resource 260 may be fully or partially integrated in the same device as processing

resource 250, or it may be separate but accessible to that device and processing

resource 250, and similarly for memory resource 380 and processing resource 350

[00383 one example, the program instructions can be part of an installation

package that when installed can be executed by processing resource 250 to

implement caching node management engine 138 or by processing resource 350 to

implement the caching node portion of a NWD 0 or access point 120. In this

case, memory resource 260, 360 may be a portable medium such as a compact disc



(CD), digital video disc (DVD), or flash drive or memory maintained by a server

from which t e installation package can be downloaded and installed. another

example, the program instructions may be part of an application or applications

already installed. Memory resource 260, 360 can include integrated memory, such

as a hard drive, solid state drive, or the like

3 | S example of FIG. 2B, the executable program instructions stored in

memory resource 260 are depicted as communication module 262, devic status

module 264, access point module 286, and cache management module 268

Communication module 262 represents program instructions that when executed

cause processing resource 250 to implement communication engine 212. Device

status module 264 represents program instructions that when executed cause

processing resource 250 to implement device status engine 214. Access point

module 266 represents program instructions that when executed cause processing

resource 250 to implement access point engine 216. Cache management module

268 represents program instructions that when executed cause processing resource

250 to implement cache management engine 218.

040 In the example of FIG. 3B, the executable program instructions stored in

memory resource 360 are depicted as node communication module 362, caching

module 364, and security module 366. Node communication module 362 represents

program instructions that when executed cause processing resource 350 to

implement node communication engine 302. Caching module 364 represents

program instructions that when executed cause processing resource 350 to

implement caching engine 304. Security module 366 represents program

instructions that when executed cause processing resource 350 to implement

security engine 306

[0041J FIG 4 depicts a block diagram of an example context-aware platform

(CAP) 130. The CAP 130 may determine which package among multiple available

packages 420 to execute based on information provided by the context engine 456

an the sequence engine 458. n some examples, the context engine 456 can be



provided with information from a device/service rating engine 450, a

policy/regulatory engine 452, and/or preferences 454. For example, the context

engine 456 can determine what package to execute based on a device/service

rating engine 450 (e.g., hardware and/or program instructions that can provide a

rating for devices and/or services based on whether or not a device can adequately

perform the requested function), a policy/regulatory engine 452 (e.g., hardware

and/or program instructions that can provide a rating based on policies and/or

regulations), preferences 454 (e.g., preferences created by a user), or any

combination thereof. In addition, the sequence engine 458 can communicate with

the context engine 456 to identify packages 420 to execute, and to determine an

order of execution for the packages 420. In some examples, the context engine 458

can obtain information from the device/service rating engine 450, the

policy/regulatory engine 452, and/or preferences 454 automatically (e.g., without any

input from a user) and can determine what package 420 to execute automaticaiiy

(e.g., without any input from a user) in addition, the context engine 456 can

determine what package 420 to execute based on the sequence engine 458.

[0042] For example, based on information provided to the CAP system 130

from the context engine 456, the sequence engine 458, and the device/service rating

engine 450, the experience 410 may ca!l a facia! recognition packag 422 to perform

facia! recognition on a digital image of a person's face in some examples, the

experience 410 can be initiated by voice and/or gestures received by a NWD 10

which communicates with the CAP syste 30 via network (as shown i FIG. 1}

to caii the facial recognition package 422, as described above. Alternatively, n

some examples, the facial recognition package 422 can be automaticaiiy called by

the experience 410 at a particular time of day, for example, 10 00 pm, the time

scheduled for a meeting with person whose identity should be confirmed by faciai

recognition in addition, the facial recognition package 422 can be calied upon

determination b the experience 410 that a specific action has been completed, for

exampie, after a digital image has been captured by a digital camera on the NWD

10, such as can be found on a smartphone. Thus, in various examples, the facial



recognition package 422 can be called by the experience 4 without any input from

the user. Similarly, other packages 420 that may need the performance of

computationa!iy intensive tasks can be caiied by the experience 410 without any

input from the user.

[0043] As an example, processing of a task, such as a facial recognition task,

can be performed at computing nodes that reside at one or more NWDs 0

associated with the user and/or access points within wireless communication range

of the NWDs 1 0 associated with the user. B selecting computing nodes at the

NWDs 0 associated with the user to whom the experience 410 wii be provided

and access points 120 within close proximity of the NWDs 110, quicker responses to

the computationally intense task are obtained in providing the experience 410 to the

user because latenc in the process is minimized n contrast, for example, in a

centralized computation model in the cloud, the latency n the process can

significantly delay the computations.

(0044] The storage resources of multiple NWDs and access points near the

computing nodes can be used as caching nodes for data needed by a processing

task to increase the speed at whic the task is performed, such as the facial

recognition task. When facial recognition package 422 is executed, it triggers the

caching node management engine 138 to call the services 470 to retrieve facia!

recognition information and/or metadata needed for performing the facia! recognition

task. The facial recognition information and/or metadata is then transmitted by the

caching node management engine 138 via network 105 to the caching nodes

selected to cache the information and/or metadata.

[0045] Caching data for the facia! recognition package 422 is one example in

which data can be cached at caching nodes near where a processing task is being

performed for a particular user. Other packages can a!so cache data at caching

nodes near computing nodes to speed up a processing task. For example, a user

can initiate a shopping experience that may provide a listing of current sa!es in the

store in which the user is located. The shopping experience is provided by a



shopping package 424, and the shopping package 424 can trigger the caching node

management engine 38 to call services 470 to retrieve shopping and/or marketing

information, such as current sales and advertisements related to the sa!es. in this

example, in addition to caching the shopping and/or marketing information at

caching nodes of NWDs associated with the user, the caching node management

engine 138 can select a caching node residing at a iocal point of sale device for

caching additional information that might not be capable of being stored at the

caching nodes of the NWDs due to limitations in storage resources at the NWDs.

{00463 another example, a checklist package 426 can trigger the caching

node management engine 138 to call services 470 to retrieve checklist information,

such as used in a service technician's call with multiple actions to be performed on

different devices. In this example, in addition to caching the checklist information at

caching nodes of NWDs associated with the user, the caching node management

engine 138 can select a caching node residing at a ocal printer for caching

additional information that might not be capable of being stored at the caching nodes

of the NWDs due to limitations in storage resources at the NW Ds

047J Although caching resources may be limited at a user's NWDs 0 , use

of other local caching nodes allow the user to operate essentially in a hands-free

mode. Thus, while a user ma have a laptop device that has sufficient storage

resources to cache any information to be used in a processing task for a package,

the user may not want to carry the laptop device and merely rely on the memory

available in a smart watch attached to the user's wrist and a smartphone carried on

the user's belt for storage resources. Data to e cached that does not fit on the

memory resources of the smart watch and smart phone ay be cached at a o ca i

caching node, such as a printer or point of sa!e device.

[0048] FIG. 5 depicts a flo diagram illustrating an example process 500 of

identifying and selecting one or more caching nodes at a networked wearable device

for caching data for use by a package for providing a user experience.



[00493 At block 505, upon receiving notification of data to be cached for a

package executed in response to a user-initiated experience, where the user-

initiated experience originated from a first networked wearable device (NWD)

associated with the user, the caching node management engine identifies one or

more caching nodes to cache the data and determines available storage resources

at each caching node. The notification for caching of data fo the package can

include the user who will be provided the experience and a current location of the

user. Each caching node resides at other NWDs associated with the user or access

points; thus the selected caching nodes are in close proximity to the user.

{0050] At block 5 , based upon available storage resources, the caching node

management engine transmits different portions of the data to one or more of the

caching nodes for caching. In some instances, the caching node of the first NWD

can also cache a portion of the data in the memory resources of the ioca NWD.

[0051] FiG. 5B depicts a flow diagram illustrating an example process 550 of

registering networked wearable devices and selecting an access node for caching

additional data for use by the package.

[00523 block 555, the caching node management engine registers each of

the NWDs, where registration information obtained during registration includes an

identification of a specific associated user;

[00533 Then at block 580, the caching node management engine identifies an

access point within wireless communication range of the. NWDs based on a location

of the user. Next, at block 565, the caching node management engine

communicates with the access point to determine available storage resources.

[00543 block 570, the caching node management engine, based upon

availabie storage resources at the access point, transmits a separate portion of the

data to the access point for caching.

[0055] At block 575, the caching node management engine transmits to the

package iocation information for the different portions of the data cached at each of



the one or more caching nodes and for th separate portions of the data cached at

the access point.

[0056] Then at block 580, the caching node management engine registers each

of the access points, where registration information obtained during registration

includes a location identifier for the access point.

[0057] FIG 6 depicts a flow diagram illustrating an example process 600 of

caching data at a caching node.

[0068] At block 605, the caching node receives and caches a first portion of

data for use by a package t provide an experience to a user. The caching node

resides at a networked wearable device of the user.

[0059] Then at block 610, the caching node authenticates a request for at least

a part of the first portion of the data prior to responding to the request. At block

the caching node responds to the request by the package b retrieving the first

portion of the requested data.

[0060] Next, a block 620, the caching node permits the first portion of the data

to be overwritten after a contextual change occurs, such as a predetermined pe od

of time elapses from the request with n further requests for the first portion of the

data. Alternatively, the caching node can store the first portion of the data until

directed by the caching node management engine to discard the first portion of the

data, fo example, upon completion of the task for which the data was cached.

[0061] FIG 7 illustrates an example system 700 including a processor 703 and

non-transitory computer readable medium 781 according to the present disclosure.

For example, the system 700 can be an implementation of an example system such

as caching node management engine 138 of FIG. 2A.

[0062] The processor 703 can be configured to execute instructions stored on

the non-transitory computer readable medium 781 For example, the non-transitory

computer readable medium 781 can be any type of volatile o non-volatile memory

or storage, such as random access memory (RAM), flash memory, or a hard disk.



When executed, the instructions can cause the processor 03 to perform a method

of seiecting one or more caching nodes to cache data for use by a package to

provide an experience to a user.

[ 063] The example medium 781 can store instructions executable by the

processor 703 t perform remote management of caching nodes. For example, the

processor 703 can execute instructions 782 to register NWDs associated with a user

an determine the available storage resources at the NWDs. In addition, the

processor 703 can execute instructions 782 to perform blocks 585 and 580 of the

method of G. 5B.

[0064] The example medium 781 can further store instructions 784. The

instructions 784 can be executable to register access points capable of caching data

requested by a package and determine the available storage resources a the

access points. In addition, the processor 703 can execute instructions 784 to

perform biock 505 of the method of F G. 5A and biock 555 of FIG. 5B.

[0065] The example medium 781 can further store instructions 786. The

instructions 78 can be executable to select one or more of the caching nodes for

caching data for use b a package to provide an experience to a user.

[0066] The example medium 781 can further store instructions 788. The

instructions 788 can be executable to transmit portions of data to be cached to one

or more caching nodes. n addition, the processor 703 can execute instructions 788

to perform biock 5 of the method of FIG 5A.

[0067] FIG. 8A illustrates an example system 800A including a processor 803A

and non-transitory computer readable medium 88 A according to the present

disclosure. For example, the system 800A can be an implementation of an example

system such as a caching node 320 of F G. 3A residing at a NWD 1 0 or access

point 120

[0068] The processor 03A can be configured to execute instructions stored on

the non-transitory computer readable medium 881A. For example, the non~



transitory computer readable medium 881A can be any type of volatile or non¬

volatile memory or storage, such as random access memory (RAM), flash memory,

or a hard disk. When executed, the instructions can cause the processor 803 to

perform a method of caching data for use by a package to provide an experience to

a user.

[0069] The example medium 8 can store instructions executable by the

processor 803A to cache data at a computing node, such as the method described

with respect to FIG 6 . For example, th processor 803A can execute instructions

882A to cache data for a package. In addition, the processor 803A can execute

instructions 882A to perform block 605 of the method of FIG. 8.

[ 070 The example medium 8 can further store instructions 884A. The

instructions 884A can be executable to respond to a request for cached data.

Additionally, the processor 803A can execute instructions 884A to perform block

615, of the method of FIG. 6.

[0071] FIG. 8B illustrates an example system 800B including a processor 803B

an non-transitory computer readable medium 88 B according to the present

disclosure. For example, the system 8008 can be another implementation of an

exampie system such as a caching node 320 of FIG. 3A residing at a NWD 110 or

access point 120.

[0072] The processor 803B can be configured to execute instructions stored on

the non-transitory computer readable medium 881 B. For example, the non-

transitory computer readable medium 88 B can be any type of volatile or non¬

volatile memory or storage, such as random access memory (RAM), flash memory,

or a hard disk. When executed, the instructions can cause the processor 8038 to

perform a method of caching data for use by a package to provide an experience to

a user.

[0073] Similar to the example of FIG. 8A, the example medium 8818 can store

instructions executable by the processor 803B t cache data at a computing node,



such as the method described with respect to FIG. 6. For example, the processor

803B can execute instructions 882B to cache data for a package, and instructions

884B can be executable to respond to a request for cached data.

0 74J The example medium 881 B can further store instructions 886B. The

instructions 886B can be executable to authenticate a request for cached data. In

addition, th processor 803B can execute instructions 888B to perform block 610 of

the method of F G. 8

[0075] The example medium 8 1B can further store instructions 8888. The

instructions 888B can be executable to overwrite cached data. In addition, the

processor 803B can execute instructions 888B to perform block 620 of the method

of FIG. 6.

0 76 Not all of the steps, features, or instructions presented above are used In

each implementation of the presented techniques.



CLAIMS

What is ciaimed is:

A system comprising:

communication engine to receive notification of data to be cached

for a package to provide an experience to a user;

a device status engine to determine on or more caching nodes for

caching the data, wherein each caching node resides at a

networked wearable device (NWD) associated with the user;

and

a cache management engine to transmit different portions of the

data to the one or more caching nodes for caching.

2. The system of claim , further comprising;

an access point engine to determine one o more additional caching

nodes for caching the data,

wherein each additional caching node resides at an access point,

and each access point is within wireless communication

range of the N Ds, and

wherein the cache management engine further transmits additional

portions of the data to each of the one or more additional

caching nodes for caching

3. The system of claim 2 wherein the access point engine is further to

register each of the access points, wherein registration information

includes a location identifier for the access point.



4 . The system of claim , wherein the communication engine further

transmits to the package location information for the different portions of

the data and the additional portions of the data.

5 The system of ciaim , wherein the device status engine is further to

register each of the NWDs, wherein registration information includes

identification of a specific associated user.

6 . A method comprising:

upon receiving notification of data to be cached for a package

executed in response to a user-initiated experience, wherein

the user-initiated experience originated from a first networked

wearable device NWD associated with the user, identifying

one or more caching nodes to cache the data and

determining available storage resources at each caching

node, wherein each caching node resides at other NWDs

associated with the user; and

based upon available storage resources, transmitting different

portions of the data to the one or more of the caching nodes

for caching.

7 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising:

registering each of the NWDs, wherein registration information

includes an identification of a specific associated user.

8 . The method of claim 8, further comprising:

based on a location of t e user, identifying an access point within

wireless communication range of the NWDs;

communicating with the access point to determine available storage

resources; and



based upon avai!abfe storage resources at the access point,

transmitting a separate portion of the data to the access point

for caching.

9 The method of claim 8, further comprising transmitting to the

package location information for the different portions of the data cached

at each of the one or more caching nodes and for the separate portions

of the data cached at the access point.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising registering each of the

access points, wherein registration information includes a location

identifier for the access point.

1. The method o claim 9, wherein the access point i embedded in at

least o e of: a p nter and a point of s a device.

12. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing instructions

executable by a processing resource of a caching node to:

cache a first portion of data for use by a package to provide an

experience to a user; and

respond to a request by the package for at least a part of the first

portion of the data,

wherein the caching node resides at a networked wearable device

of the user.

. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 12 , wherein

the stored instructions further cause th processing resource to:

authenticate the request for the at least a part of the first portion of

the data prior to responding to the request.



14. The non-transitory computer readabie medium of claim 12, wherein

the stored instructions further cause the processing resource to:

permit the first portion of the data to be overwritten after a

contextual change occurs.

. The non-transitory computer readabie medium of claim 12, wherein

a different portion of the data is cached at an access point embedded in

at least on of: a printer and a point of sale device.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 14 July 2015 (14.07.2015)

What is claimed is:

1. A system comprising:

a communication engine to receive notification of data to be

cached for a package to provide an experience to a

user;

a device status engine to determine one or more caching

nodes for caching the data, wherein each caching

node resides at a networked wearable device (NWD)

associated with the user; and

a cache management engine to transmit different portions

of the data to the one or more caching nodes for

caching,

wherein at least a portion of the data cached at the

determined one or more caching nodes is used by a

computing node at a NWD associated with the user,

and

further wherein the NWDs associated with the user

communicate with each other via a wearable device

communication network.

2 . The system of claim 1, further comprising:

an access point engine to determine one or more additional

caching nodes for caching the data,

wherein each additional caching node resides at an access

point, and each access point is within wireless

communication range of the NWDs, and



wherein the cache management engine further transmits

additional portions of the data to each of the one or

more additional caching nodes for caching.

3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein the access point engine is

further to register each of the access points, wherein registration

information includes a location identifier for the access point.

4 . The system of claim 1, wherein the communication engine

further transmits to the package location information for the

different portions of the data and the additional portions of the

data.

5 . The system of claim 1, wherein the device status engine is

further to register each of the NWDs, wherein registration

information includes identification of a specific associated user.

6 . A method comprising:

upon receiving notification of data to be cached for a

package executed in response to a user-initiated

experience, wherein the user-initiated experience

originated from a first networked wearable device

(NWD) associated with the user, identifying one or

more caching nodes to cache the data and

determining available storage resources at each

caching node, wherein each caching node resides at

other NWDs associated with the user; and

based upon available storage resources, transmitting

different portions of the data to the one or more of

the caching nodes for caching,



wherein the NWDs associated with the user communicate

with each other via a wearable device

communication network.

7 . The method of claim 6 , further comprising:

registering each of the NWDs, wherein registration

information includes an identification of a specific

associated user.

8 . The method of claim 6 , further comprising:

based on a location of the user, identifying an access point

within wireless communication range of the NWDs;

communicating with the access point to determine available

storage resources; and

based upon available storage resources at the access point,

transmitting a separate portion of the data to the

access point for caching.

9 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising transmitting to

the package location information for the different portions of the

data cached at each of the one or more caching nodes and for

the separate portions of the data cached at the access point.

10 . The method of claim 9 , further comprising registering each

of the access points, wherein registration information includes a

location identifier for the access point.

11. The method of claim 9 , wherein the access point is

embedded in at least one of: a printer and a point of sale device.



12 . A non-transitory computer readable medium storing

instructions executable by a processing resource of a caching

node to:

cache a first portion of data for use by a package to provide

an experience to a user; and

respond to a request by the package for at least a part of

the first portion of the data,

wherein the caching node resides at one of a plurality of

networked wearable device of the user,

and further wherein the plurality of NWDs communicate with

each other via a wearable device communication

network.

13 . The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 1 ,

wherein the stored instructions further cause the processing

resource to:

authenticate the request for the at least a part of the first

portion of the data prior to responding to the request.

14. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 12 ,

wherein the stored instructions further cause the processing

resource to:

permit the first portion of the data to be overwritten after a

contextual change occurs.

15 . The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 12 ,

wherein a different portion of the data is cached at an access

point embedded in at least one of: a printer and a point of sale

device.
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